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Are Smart Meters Making us Dumb?

 By Jon Arnold (ICP)

Founder, Intelligent Communications Partners

Story continues below ↓

I can’t say for certain whether smart meters are doing that, but they sure are

making a lot of people mad. This is one of those scenarios where the more digging you

do, you quickly find there are way more questions than answers. Where to begin? Well,

for a short post like this, I’ll go straight to the story that got most people’s attention last

week – Tom Zeller Jr.’s article in the New York Times. When smart grid stories turn up

in the NYT, it’s either a big good-news story, or more likely a strong critique.

In principle, smart meters are a good thing, but clearly, things aren’t unfolding to plan.

The Times article is important because it gives voice to an unexpected problem that

seems to be popping up nation-wide. Actually, it’s more widespread, and I can attest

first-hand. Ontario is a true market leader in smart grid, and our rollouts of smart meters

in Toronto are well ahead of most American cities. The problem, as you probably know

by now, is the spikes people are seeing in their energy bills once these meters have

been installed. That alone makes for a good story in the Times, but if you look further

into things, there are several associated issues, and to me, that’s the bigger story.

In short, the liberal use of the word “smart” is at the heart of the problem, not just

because it implies something better, but also because whatever came before it is not

smart, or even dumb. Wrong. President Obama’s $3.4 billion stimulus funding for energy

largely went into smart meters, but I wonder if they would have garnered less is these

were simply called “power meters” or something generic to that effect. I’m being

facetious, but sometimes shiny objects get the most attention, and I’m sure the

expectation was that this would be money well spent since smart meters are supposed

improve efficiency and ultimately lower our consumption and energy bills.

When that happens, smart meters certainly live up to their name. Unfortunately, smart

meters do not operate in a vacuum – they must interface with home networks, power

distribution networks, billing systems, and the biggest wildcard of them all – consumers.

As we all know from the software world, plug and play rarely works as advertised the

first time around, and that seems to be the case here. You don’t have to look far to read

about consumer complaints over higher bills, sometimes orders of magnitude higher.

That story is playing out in my Toronto right now, and it’s reached the point where the

provincial government is stepping in to provide rate relief, especially for seniors and

people on low or fixed incomes. This is good news, but it’s just a band-aid, and doesn’t

get to the root of the problem.
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get to the root of the problem.

In terms of basic smart grid technology, the core problem is the fact that other elements

are not always as smart as the smart meters, such as billing. It’s fair to say that a legacy

billing systems will come up short, especially when measuring consumption in new ways

and with greater frequency. Just look at the complexity of your home phone bills and

you’ll know what I mean. That doesn’t make smart meters dumb, but it does make you

wonder how well thought out these deployments were in terms of integration with

existing systems and processes.

This also raises a more troubling question – if smart meters really are so accurate, does

that mean our legacy meters are not? Have we been undercharged all along, or have

those systems only been capturing a portion of our actual usage? If so, is that our fault?

Does this entitle utilities to payback and suddenly pass on the real cost of energy –

and/or our real levels of consumption? If so, what recourse do we really have? Who is

the smart one then?

I’m sure you can see where this vortex is going, and it exposes an even bigger question

for me – the ability for monopolies to mask inefficiencies. Back here in Ontario, we went

through this painful process years ago when Ontario Hydro (one of North America’s

largest utilities, by the way) was broken up and the public became aware of some ugly

deficits and even worse, how poorly the utility had been planning to meet future

demand.

Let’s touch on the consumer now – nobody asked us about these smart meters. They

were installed without our choice, or we were co-opted early in the game. In Toronto, to

attract early adopters, Toronto Hydro offered a one-time $70 credit to have a smart

meter installed. Somehow you just knew our rates weren’t about to go down, but it

seems inevitable that smart meters are coming, so why fight it?

This takes us to the aforementioned wild card of consumer behavior. For smart meters

to live up to their promise, consumers have to be smart too. Unlike smart meters, which

are programmed from the inside-out, we have to be programmed from the outside-in.

This is the missing link utilities generally aren’t very good at, but I think they all know

now just how important that is. Of course energy use rockets upwards during heat

waves, cold snaps, etc. This is often cited by utilities as a reason for suddenly higher

bills. That certainly does happen, but you can’t build your case around exogenous

events. Consumers are active players in this equation, and they simply need to be better

educated about what they can do to make this really work.

Actually, this sentiment is also part of the problem. It’s easy to say that education is the

answer, but it’s not. Behavior change is really the answer, and to do that, you somehow

need to incent people in a positive way. You can incent them in a negative way, but

that’s not a long term solution. In other words, show them how they can better manage

consumption to minimize bill increases. That’s a difficult social contract for people to buy

into, as it implies acceptance that energy is going to cost more no matter what they do.

A positive incentive would give consumers tactics and tools to conserve enough energy

to actually make their bills go down. I can guarantee that complaints about smart meters

would disappear in a hurry if utilities can get this level of cooperation from consumers.

That’s a truly smart scenario all around.

To do that, though, I think utilities need to focus less on the smart meter itself, and more

on behavior changes that consumers can easily do. Some are tech-based, like

programmable thermostats or integrating energy management with your home network.

However, others are old-fashioned (and not dumb) energy conservation tips like light

timers, double-paned windows, draft barriers for doors, window caulking, etc. Some are

much simpler than that, but people will try just about anything to fight higher energy

costs. In that context, that’s what I think will really make smart meters smart. It’s not so

much that they’re very efficient at tracking consumption, but that you can manage them

and make them work in your favor if you do the right things. You could call that reverse

psychology, but I’d just say that’s working smart.

Jon Arnold is co-founder of Intelligent Communications Partners (ICP), a strategic

advisory consultancy focused on the emerging Smart Grid opportunity. To read more of

his Smart Grid articles, please visit his columnist page.

http://www.icpstrategies.com/
http://www.tmcnet.com/tmcnet/columnists/columnist.aspx?id=100304
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